Introduction to abstraction-based controller synthesis for dynamical systems Phase 1: construction of a finite abstraction:
Dynamical systems: physical systems modeled by differential/difference equations.
Σ : x + = f (x, u), x ∈ X ⊆ R n , and u ∈ U ⊆ R m Abstraction: finite systems to mimic original plants up to a predefined accuracy. Contribution 1: Combining parallel and sparsity-aware approaches to constructΣ
Traditional algorithm:
Sparsity-aware approach:
Over-approximation of reachable sets. -Bottleneck in combining T i for T .
Parallel sparsity-aware:
Corners of reachable sets. -K i : Locally-stored storage. Serial algorithm for sparsity-aware abstraction Distributed algorithm for sparsity-aware abstraction -Traffic network (3D = intersection).
-Noticeable speedup !
